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Abstract

Solvation free energies can now be calculated precisely from molecular simulations,

providing a valuable test of the energy functions underlying these simulations. Here,

we briefly review “alchemical” approaches for calculating the solvation free energies of

small, neutral organic molecules from molecular simulations, and illustrate by apply-

ing them to calculate aqueous solvation free energies (hydration free energies). These
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approaches use a non-physical pathway to compute free energy differences from a simu-

lation or set of simulations and appear to be a particularly robust and general-purpose

approach for this task. We also present an update (version 0.5) to our FreeSolv database

of experimental and calculated hydration free energies of neutral compounds and pro-

vide input files in formats for several simulation packages. This revision to FreeSolv

provides calculated values generated with a single protocol and software version, rather

than the heterogeneous protocols used in the prior version of the database. We also

further update the database to provide calculated enthalpies and entropies of hydration

and some experimental enthalpies and entropies, as well as electrostatic and nonpolar

components of solvation free energies.

Introduction

Solvation free energies give the free energy change associated with the transfer of a molecule

between ideal gas and solvent at a certain temperature and pressure. While solvation free

energies (∆Gsolv) in general, and hydration free energies (∆Ghyd, solvation in water) in

particular might not seem to have far reaching implications, in fact, researchers in diverse

areas can benefit from their prediction, because such solvation free energies are related to

a broad range of physical properties such as infinite dilution activity coefficients, Henry’s

law constants, solubilities, and distribution of chemical species between immiscible solvents

or different phases. Solvation free energies (DeltaGsolv)—especially hydration free energies

(∆Ghyd, aqueous solvation free energies)—are related to a broad range of physical proper-

ties such as infinite dilution activity coefficients, Henry?s law constants, solubilities, and

distribution of chemical species between immiscible solvents or different phases.

Solvation free energies are differences in thermodynamic potentials which describe the

relative populations of a chemical species in solution and gas phase at equilibrium.1,2 In the

thermodynamic limit in the solvated phase and the ideal gas limit in the gas phase, ∆Gsolv

of component i is equal to µi,solv − µi,gas, the difference in chemical potentials in the two
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phases. In the additional limit of one molecule of component i at infinite dilution, these

become the infinite dilution excess chemical potentials in the respective solvents.

Solvation free energies not only tell us how much a molecule prefers one phase over

another, but they also can provide insight into how solvent behaves in different environ-

ments. For example, water solvates molecules of opposite polarity differently, due to its

inherent asymmetry,3 surfaces also have asymmetric effects on ion pairing which depend

on the curvature of the surface,4 and molecular geometry and chemical environment affects

hydrophobic solvation.5 Although they can be difficult to measure experimentally, ∆Gsolv

and ∆Ghyd can be calculated to a precision better than 0.4 kJ·mol−1, even with a relatively

modest investment of simulation time, for relatively diverse small neutral molecules6 such

as those seen in the FreeSolv database of hydration free energies7 and in recent blind chal-

lenges such as the Statistical Assessment of the Modeling of Protein and Ligands (SAMPL)

challenges. These challenges aim to improve the quality of predictive computational tools in

drug design,1,6,8–21 and have leveraged solvation free energies to help drive improvements in

modeling.

Since the solvation free energy of neutral compounds is an aggregate measure of many

competing interactions and entropic effects that can span many kJ/mol, comparison of com-

puted solvation free energies to experiment has proven to be an exacting test of force field

quality that has been useful in revealing deficiencies in small molecule force fields.3,22,23 The

relative ease by which solvation free energies can be calculated – as opposed to protein-ligand

binding free energies, which are fraught with a variety of sampling issues – also makes them

attractive for this purposea. For instance, SAMPL has frequently (in SAMPL1 through

SAMPL4) included blind predictions of hydration free energies in particular.1,8–14 However,

to our knowledge, no laboratories are currently measuring hydration free energies, leading

the field to search for other simple physical properties that can be rapidly computed – such

as relative solubilities,24 distribution coefficients,25 and solvation free energies in organic
aBut see the Supporting Information for how protonation state/tautomer challenges may apply here, as

in protein-ligand binding.
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solvents26 – as a tool to assess and improve small molecule force fields. In computational

chemistry, hydration free energies are of particular importance because they are frequently

used in force field parameterization26–29 and in the testing of free energy methods and force

fields.1,8–14,30–37

Solvation free energies are often calculated by alchemical free energy methods,38 which

simulate a series of alchemical intermediates to compute the free energy of transferring a

solute from solution to gas phase (as here) or vise versa. This alchemical path provides an

efficient way to move the solute from solution to the gas phase by perturbing its interactions

in a non-physical way. Since free energy is path-independent, this non-physical process still

yields the free energy change for transfer of the solute from solvent to gas.38,39 The path is

formed by constructing intermediate states with interactions that modulate between the end

states of interest, with the variable λ parameterizing progress along the path. A particularly

efficient set of intermediate states uses a two step process, first turning off the van der Waals

interactions using one parameter λv, and another turning off the electrostatic interactions

using a second λe. Here, we compute the free energy change to transition between each pair

of λ values, and the overall free energy change is the sum of these pairwise differences.

While other approaches have been used to calculate solvation free energies,40 alchemi-

cal free energy calculations using explicit solvent have become a mainstream approach,41,42

in part because of their formal rigor. Alternative approaches include implicit solvent mod-

els,34–37,43 which yield ∆Ghyd but do not take into consideration solvent configuration around

the solute, and Monte Carlo based approaches using the Gibbs ensemble44–50 and expanded

ensemble,51 though these are most commonly used for molecules that are particularly small

and/or rigid.
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Hydration and solvation free energies have a range of ap-

plications

The activity coefficient γi of a solute species i can be calculated from ∆Gsolv:

γi = exp
(µexcessi

RT

)
= exp

(∆Gsolv
i

RT

)
(1)

where µexcessi is the excess chemical potential of i and is equal to ∆Gsolv
i in the ideal gas limit

of the vapor phase, R is the universal gas constant and T , the absolute temperature. For

instance, solvation free energies are used to estimate infinite dilution activity coefficients (γ∞i )

in many solvents by using a single molecule of solute i.52–58 Experimental results obtained

from gas chromatography59,60 can be compared to γ∞i obtained from ∆Gsolv to further test

models and methodologies that use these free energy calculations.

Solubility prediction is another field where ∆Gsolv/hyd prediction can have great value.

One methodology computes the free energy of solubility by computing both the sublimation

free energy (from solid to gas) and hydration free energy (from gas to water).61 Another

way to predict molecular solid solubilities depends on excess chemical potential calculations.

The chemical potential, µ, of a species is calculated at different concentrations to build the

concentration-dependent chemical potential curve of solutions62–65 in order to discover phase

equilibrium conditions. Free energies of solvation in pure melts and pure amorphous matter

have been used to find upper bounds for solubilities given that most drug-like compounds

have crystal polymorphs.66–69 Relative solubilities of a given chemical species between dif-

ferent solvents can also be assessed with these calculations.24,70 Henry’s law solubility con-

stants71 and solubilities in supercritical fluids72 can also be predicted using solvation free

energies.

The latest SAMPL challenge, SAMPL5, included blind prediction of distribution coef-

ficients between cyclohexane and water for 53 solutes.32,33,73,74 Distribution and partition
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coefficients are important properties for toxicology and pharmacology because they play a

major part in predicting absorption and distribution of a substance in different tissues.75

Partition coefficients – which which are the distribution coefficients of the neutral form of

a compound – can be estimated from the difference between solvation free energies of the

chemical species in two different solvents,21 as shown in equation 2:

log10 PA→B =
∆Gsolv,A −∆Gsolv,B

RT ln (10)
(2)

where ∆Gsolv,A and ∆Gsolv,B are the solvation free energies of a molecule in solvents A and

B, respectively. While in principle, the calculation could be done by transferring the so-

lute between phases, in many software implementations it is more straightforward to simply

compute the solvation free energy in each phase separately, or the free energy of removing

the solute from each phase. Thus, solvation free energy calculations have found relatively

widespread application in calculating partition coefficients, including in SAMPL5.15–21 Hy-

dration free energies themselves are valuable quantities in drug design42,76 and can be used

to understand the impact desolvation of the ligand has in the binding process77,78 or can be

utilized as QSAR descriptors.79

Theory and practical aspects of alchemical calculations

Solvation free energies can be calculated in various ways. In this paper we focus in alchemical

free energy calculations, which have been one of the most consistently reliable methods in

recent applications such as the SAMPL series of challenges.1,8–14,25 Consider a pair of end

states A and B, and their respective Hamiltonians HA(q,p;λ) and HB(q,p;λ).

H(q,p;λ) = f(λ)HA(q,p;λ) + g(λ)HB(q,p;λ) (3)
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where f(λ) and g(λ) are functions of lambda used to mix the Hamiltonians, typically set

such that H = HA at λ = 0. With H(q,p;λ) we can calculate the free energy difference

between A and B:

∆G =

∫ λ=1

λ=0

〈∂H
∂λ

〉
λ
dλ (4)

This method, called thermodynamic integration (TI),80 performs similarly to more robust

methods when the integrand is smooth.81–83 However, it can break down when the integrand

is not smooth, and it can be difficult to capture numerical integration errors in resulting

uncertainty estimates.

Exponential averaging (EXP), also known as Free Energy Perturbation (FEP), was in-

troduced by Zwanzig.84 In this method, the free energy difference between two states A and

B is given by:

∆G =
1

β
ln 〈e−β[HB(q,p;λ)−HA(q,p;λ)]〉A (5)

where β = (kBT )−1. Although equation 5 is exact in the limit of large numbers of samples,

EXP is inefficient and prone to shot noise and other large biases when configurations sampled

in one state are very unlikely to be found in the other state, and vice-versa. The probability

that describes this likelihood is called the phase-space overlap between the two states. EXP

convergence is far from ideal, requiring states to have sizable phase-space overlap with one

another.38,82,85 Thus, addition of intermediate states (with values of λ between 0 and 1)

can improve overlap dramatically and thus the quality of the final result.86 Another issue

is an asymmetric bias depending on which direction the free energy difference extrapolation

is performed,87,88 so other analysis methods are now preferred.38 In the limit of adequate

sampling, EXP converges to the same free energy value in both directions, but there are

other ways to calculate free energies more efficiently.

An alternate method, Bennett’s acceptance ratio (BAR), uses the information from both
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directions to derive the following relationship:

ni∑
i=1

1

1 + exp(ln (ni/nj) + β∆Hij − β∆G)
−

nj∑
j=1

1

1 + exp(ln (nj/ni) + β∆Hji + β∆G)
= 0

(6)

where ni and nj are the number of samples between each state and ∆Hij is the enthalpy

difference between these states.

This expression minimizes the free energy variance89 and makes BAR much more efficient

than EXP.87,88 The Multistate Bennett acceptance ratio (MBAR) is an extension of BAR

that considers the overlap between a given state and all the others in the path between the end

states.90 BAR and MBAR perform similarly when the spacing between intermediate states

is moderate83 and therefore only neighboring states have phase-space overlap. WHAM91,92

is essentially an approximation to MBAR, and thus also gives very similar results when

carefully done with appropriately small bins. MBAR performs consistently well, and indeed

is perhaps the most consistently well-performing free energy estimator, 83 thus we recommend

it as the analysis method of choice whenever possible. In many cases, TI can perform as well

as BAR or MBAR if the integrand is smooth.81,82 EXP should generally be avoided due to

its asymmetric bias and sensitivity to the tails of the distribution.87

Choice of alchemical pathway

Alchemical free energy calculations were given this name because the pathway involves un-

physical changes to the atomic identities, such as to the interactions between components.42,93

Solvation free energy calculations can use several different approaches to modulating interac-

tions. One approach, called decoupling, modulates only the interactions between the solute

and its surroundings, retaining internal interactions (which is the approach we use here). An

alternative approach, called annihilation, removes internal non-bonded interactions within

the solute as well as those with the surroundings. Mixtures of the two approaches are also

possible, such as annihilating internal electrostatic interactions while decoupling non-polar
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interactions. Here, three main states are considered: a single, non-interacting molecule of the

solute in a box of solvent; the solute molecule that interacts with its surroundings through

nonpolar (dispersion and exclusion) forces; and a fully interacting system, in which solvent

molecules interact with the solute molecule through both electrostatic and nonpolar (dis-

persion and exclusion) forces. Simulations are then conducted over a series of intermediates

connecting these states: going through a phase which changes electrostatic interactions only,

and another phase which modifies van der Waals interactions only (figure 1). Each of these

intermediates has high configuration space overlap with at least neighboring states, allowing

precise calculation of free energy differences.94–97

Figure 1: Thermodynamic cycle used to calculate hydration free energies (or, more generally,
solvation free energies). In (A), we have states in which charge-charge interactions between
the solute and its environment are progressively turned off. In (B) dispersion interactions
between solute and water are progressively turned off. Colored atoms (green for carbon,
red for oxygen, white for hydrogen) have electrostatic and nonpolar interactions with the
environment; gray atoms retain only nonpolar interactions; and transparent atoms have no
interactions with their environment (and thus represent the solute in vacuum).
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The most straightforward way to switch between states is the linear pathway

H(q,p;λ) = (1− λ)HA(q,p) + λHB(q,p) (7)

but this pathway is in general problematic for solvation of all but the smallest molecules. This

is because repulsive and forces are often handled by a 1/r12 term (such as in the Lennard-

Jones functional form) which leads to non-integrable singularities in 〈∂H/∂λ〉 at terminal λ

values due to sudden changes in the potential at small r. This is a not a problem which is

specific to TI; rather, this issue can still result in numerical instabilities or large errors in

calculated free energies even with other analysis approaches.42,98,99 Thus, more complicated

λ pathways are required, such as soft-core potentials, which should in general be used to

avoid such numerical problems.94,98,99 A common soft-core form for Lennard-Jones potential

between two particles i and j is:

ULJ
ij (rij, λ) = λn4εij

( 1

[α(1− λ)m + (rij/σij)6]2
− 1

αLJ(1− λ)m + (rij/σij)6

)
(8)

where εij and σij are the Lennard-Jones parameters and α is a positive constant which

should typically be set to 0.5.99,100 The exponents m and n are most efficient at n = 1 and

m = 1 but other values have been used too.96,99–101 Improvements have been achieved by

new soft-core functions that ease the problem with additional minima within the formulation

of the original soft-core potential,102 and alternate potentials that construct near optimal

paths for alchemical simulations.103 Linear basis functions can be used as an alternative to

soft-core potentials that approaches the minimum variance possible over all pair potentials

;97,104 these can also enhance the efficiency of alchemical calculations."

The use of soft-core potentials promotes better convergence in many circumstances, and

provides much lower variance free energy estimates given a fixed amount of simulation

time,94,96,98,100,103 thus their use is highly recommended for successful free energy calcula-

tions. Without soft-core potentials, convergence is much more difficult or nearly impossible
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to achieve in many types of solvation free energy calculations.

Considerations for successful alchemical calculations

The accuracy of these calculations is affected by at least three factors:105,106 Is our sampling

representative and adequate? Is the free energy estimator good enough? Is the force field

adequate for the system? For solvation free energies of small molecules in solvents with

relatively fast dynamics, such as water, sampling is typically adequate with a few nanoseconds

of dynamics per lambda window (at least for relatively rigid solutes), and the free energy

estimators above are robust when applied carefully.

However, when designing new studies, it is still important to choose robustly performing

estimators and ensure adequate sampling. As discussed above, we recommend MBAR as the

best and most reliable general-purpose estimator.83 Sampling remains a critical issue,105,107

both as the solute size and flexibility grows and as solvent dynamics or environment become

heterogeneous, for example, for solvation free energies in octanol which can form local clusters

of hydrophilic and hydrophobic sites,21 or in mixed solvents.25

We updated FreeSolv, the free community solvation free

energy database

FreeSolv7 is a hydration free energy database for neutralb compounds that contains exper-

imental and calculated hydration free energy values, SMILES strings, PubChem compound

IDs, IUPAC names, and now (as of version 0.5, presented in this work) calculated enthalpies

and entropies of hydration of 643 small organic molecules. Since experimental and calculated

hydration free energies, ∆Ghyd, can be computed quite precisely for quantitative comparison,

FreeSolv can provide information for force field development,26–29 and can assist the test-

ing of new solvation free energy methods.108,109 While calculated hydration free energies for
bFor additional discussion of why the focus is on neutral compounds, see the Supporting Information.
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all compounds have been in FreeSolv since the database was constructed,7 previous values

had been calculated with somewhat heterogeneous protocols in a variety of different studies

spread over roughly 10 years.2,6,11,13,23,41,110,111 In this work, we have updated FreeSolv by

repeating all of the calculations under a single unified protocol, and additionally obtained

enthalpies and entropies of hydration.

We obtained FreeSolv’s calculated hydration free energies using alchemical free energy

calculations, connecting the end states (corresponding to the solute in vacuum and in so-

lution) via a λ path with 20 intermediate states (full details in SI). The first five states

corresponded to changes in electrostatic interactions, while the last 15 modified the Lennard-

Jones terms in the potential. This separation allows electrostatic interactions to be changed

linearly, and soft-core potentials to be used only when changing non-polar interactions.97 We

ran 5 nanoseconds of Langevin dynamics per state with 2 femtosecond time steps in GRO-

MACS 4.6.7112–117 at 298.15K. Pressure was maintained at 1 atm by the Parrinello-Rahman

barostat.118 Full details can be found in the supporting materials.

Input files for version 0.5 of FreeSolv were constructed from scratch from the isomeric

SMILES strings for the compounds which are deposited in the database. From these SMILES

strings, we used the OpenEye Python toolkits119–121 to generate molecular structures and

assign AM1-BCC partial charges,122,123 then charged mol2 files were written out. The AM-

BER Antechamber package was then used to to assign parameters from the GAFF20 small

molecule force field (version 1.7), and these were then converted to GROMACS format

and solvated with the TIP3P water model.124 The script which performs the setup and re-

generates all input and molecular structure files in the database is available in the scripts

directory of FreeSolv and provides full details. Following the calculations, MBAR hydra-

tion free energies were obtained using alchemical-analysis.py.93 Additional details can

be found in the supporting material.

Computed hydration free energies are compared with experiment in figure 2.

In the calculations described in this study, we found an average error of 1.3±0.3 kJ·mol−1,
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Figure 2: Calculated versus experimental hydration free energies for the compounds in Free-
Solv version 0.5.

RMS error of 6.4± 0.3 kJ·mol−1, average absolute error of 4.7± 0.2 kJ·mol−1, Kendall τ of

0.80±0.01, and Pearson R of 0.933±0.008, comparable to those in the original FreeSolv set,7

though some individual compounds have reasonably significant discrepancies (see SI). This

level of accuracy is consistent with what is often seen from classical fixed-charge force fields,

which typically yield RMS errors around 4-8 kJ/mol in computed hydration free energies.42

In addition to experimental and calculated values, FreeSolv now includes the free energy

of decoupling the solute-solvent electrostatic interactions (∆Gq) and the free energy of de-

coupling the nonpolar interactions in water (∆GvdW ) (available at github.com/mobleylab/

FreeSolv). These quantities have been used for various purposes, including to assist in the

study, development, and test of implicit solvent models.125,126 However, it is important to

remember that these components come from our particular decomposition of the free en-

ergy,127–130 and are not state functions; other decompositions are possible, so considerable

care needs to be taken in interpreting these components. For example, annihilation rather

than decoupling of Coulomb interactions would result in somewhat different decompositions

due to electrostatics-induced conformational differences while van der Waals interactions are
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being decoupled.

In addition to hydration free energies, we have also computed enthalpies (∆Hhyd) and

entropies of hydration (∆Shyd), and have added these to the database. Enthalpies of transfer,

due to their larger dynamic range and lack of compensating entropic effects, are generally

more sensitive to force field parameters than free energies,131–133 and thus can be sensitive

probes of force field accuracy, providing an additional point of comparison to experiments.

While only a few hydration enthalpies are available experimentally, there are a sufficient

number to note that significant discrepancies between experiment and computed values exist

for some compounds (SI Figure 2 and SI Table 1). There seems to be little correlation

between compounds which have accurate hydration free energies versus which have accurate

hydration enthalpies; for example, the calculated hydration free energy of benzene is within

error of the experimental value, but the enthalpy is off by approximately 12 kJ/mol. In

contrast, the hydration free energy of cyclohexanol is off by more than 5 kJ/mol but the

enthalpy is within error of the experimental value. Thus, clearly these quantities yield

different information. We postulate that, should more experimental enthalpies of hydration

become available, this information may provide additional insight into force field deficiencies.

To compute hydration free energies via simulation, we used a difference in potential ener-

gies between a water box solvating the compound and a neat water box with the compound

removed to vacuum:

∆Hhyd = 〈Usolution〉 − ( 〈Uwater〉+ 〈Uvacuo〉 ) (9)

Here, 〈Usolution〉 is the internal energy of the solution (containing the solute); 〈Uwater〉 is the

internal energy of a box of the same number of water molecules (under the same conditions)

without the solute; and 〈Uvacuo〉 is the internal energy of the solute molecule alone in vacuum.

We have neglected the pressure-volume contribution to the enthalpies, P∆V , since for solutes

of this size, the contribution is much smaller than our typical uncertainties of ≈ 2.9 kJ ·mol−1
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;131 at larger pressures or for larger solutes than in this set, this term could become significant.

Notably, this scheme also omits other contributions that may be relevant in making direct

comparison with experimental enthalpies of hydration, including contributions from the cost

of polarizing the molecule from vacuum to solvated phase charges (relevant to fixed-charge

force fields), corrections to the vibrational modes due to the quantum chemical nature of real

solutes, nonideality of the gas phase, and the fact that the simulation of the liquid is carried

out at atmospheric pressure rather than at the vapor pressure of the gas phase; for a review of

these contributions, see.134 We note that other groups have also omitted these contributions,

which still await a thorough assessment of relative magnitude for small molecule hydration

enthalpies.131

To calculate the average potential energies, we ran 60 nanosecond Langevin dynamics

simulations, with two femtosecond timesteps at 298.15 K and 1 atm in water and in vacuo

for each molecule in the database. These long simulations were necessary to reduce error

bars on the computed enthalpies to levels around 2.9 kJ · mol−1, roughly the level of typical

thermal energy ( 1 kBT ) as done in, for example, host-guest binding calculations.132 In order

to obtain consistent results, we used simulation boxes with 1, 309 water molecules and one

solute molecule. The same system parameters and water model were used as in the free

energy calculations. Hydration entropies are calculated via the equation:

∆S =
∆H −∆G

T
(10)

with ∆G and ∆H calculated as described previously.

Calculated hydration enthalpies exhibit some correlation with calculated hydration free

energies, but the correlation is not perfect, indicating that enthalpies can indeed provide

additional constraints on the force field.132 The Kendall τ and the Pearson R between the

calculated ∆Hhyd and ∆Ghyd respectively were 0.76 ± 0.02 and 0.943 ± 0.005 (see supple-

mentary information).
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Our conclusion that enthalpies can provide an additional constraint on the force field is

further supported by comparison to experimental data. Specifically, 11 experimental hydra-

tion enthalpies and entropies from ORCHYD, a database of experimental hydration proper-

ties,135 were added to FreeSolv. Calculated and experimental enthalpies have a Kendall τ of

0.77±0.05, and a Pearson R of 0.87±0.03 (see SI). These values indicate that the computed

hydration free energies are relatively predictive of experimental values, though there is also

clear room for improvement. Calculated hydration enthalpies and their experimental coun-

terparts show significant differences that are not observed in the plot of experimental versus

calculated free energies of the same 11 compounds, suggesting (as in previous studies131)

that enthalpies provide additional information on the thermodynamics and constraints on

the force field (though as noted above, additional enthalpy corrections may be needed134).

More details can be found in the supporting information.

We also partitioned the hydration enthalpy, ∆H, into two components: a solvent inter-

action term and a conformational change term, ∆Hhyd
int and ∆Hhyd

conf , respectively, in order to

understand how much the solvation enthalpy is influenced by the solute conformation, and

how much solute conformation is modulated by solvation. We obtained the solvent interac-

tion component by taking the average energy of the solute in water and subtracting off the

solute internal energy and the energy of a corresponding box of pure water, leaving only the

enthalpy change due to changing solute-solvent interactions and solvent reorganization:

∆Hhyd
int = 〈Usolv〉s − 〈Uvac〉s − 〈Uwater〉w (11)

where 〈Usolv〉s is the average potential energy over the original solvated trajectory, 〈Uvac〉s is

the average potential energy of the solute molecule in the solvated trajectory after removing

its water molecules, and 〈Uwater〉w is the average potential of a simulation with an equivalent

box with pure water. ∆Hhyd
int thus corresponds to the change in solvation enthalpy due to

transferring a solute molecule from vacuum to water with a fixed set of configurations (as
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given by the solvated trajectory) – i.e., it treats the solute as if there is no conformational

change going from gas to water, so it includes only changes in solvent structure and solute-

solvent interactions.

The conformational change component of the enthalpy is obtained by taking the change

in solute internal energy on going from gas to water, which we can evaluate as follows:

∆Hhyd
conf = 〈Uvac〉s − 〈Uvac〉v (12)

where 〈Uvac〉v is the potential energy of the solute molecule in vacuum evaluated from the

trajectory run in vacuum, and 〈Uvac〉s is the potential energy of the solute molecule in vacuum

evaluated from the trajectory run in solvent (after stripping the solvent molecules). ∆Hhyd
conf

thus gives to the enthalpy change due to solute conformational changes on solvation; these

occur because interactions with water can stabilize configurations that are not common in

vacuum. If a compound’s distribution of configurations is unchanged on transfer to solvent,

∆Hhyd
conf will be zero. It can trivially be verified that these components still sum to the total

enthalpy change:

∆Hhyd = ∆Hhyd
solv + ∆Hhyd

conf (13)

These components, while certainly not a unique decomposition of the total enthalpy, do

provide a way to intuitively understand one important set of contributions to the enthalpy

of hydration in a way which provides some insight into changes undergone by the solute

and environment. For example, solutes which undergo significant conformational changes on

solvation may tend to have a large change in the conformational component of the hydration

enthalpy (fig. 3). This happens because solutes that make hydrogen bonds with water or

have strong internal electrostatic interactions in the gas phase can assume conformations

that were energetically unfavorable in vacuo when solvated.

Our intention is that FreeSolv serve as an updateable, extensible community resource.

While it already covers a large number of molecules, we would be delighted to include input
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Figure 3: Conformational enthalpies and associated entropies of compounds with highest
∆Hhyd

conf .

files and calculated values from other force fields and/or methods so it can further serve as

a benchmark of methods, simulation packages, and so on. Additionally, while hydration free

energy data is not abundant, certainly at least some data is available that is not presently

included in FreeSolv, so community contributions of experimental data with references will be

appreciated. Additional curation of the experimental data already present is likely needed –

for example, much of the experimental data still needs to be tracked back to its original source

material rather than literature compilations of data which are currently cited. FreeSolv is

available on GitHub at http://github.com/mobleylab/FreeSolv and contributions are

welcomed there.

Conclusions

Solvation free energies have been the subject of considerable scientific interest for many years

because they are related to a large number of physical properties. Here, we have provided

a short review of alchemical methods for computing solvation free energies of small organic
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molecules, and discussed their application to hydration free energies. Solvation free energies

for such molecules can be calculated precisely and effectively using alchemical free energy

calculations, as described here, preferably using MBAR as the free energy estimator.

We also introduced an update to FreeSolv7 (v0.5), a database of calculated and experi-

mental hydration free energies, enthalpies and entropies. The database was designed to be

easily incorporated into automated workflows: we provide IUPAC names, PubChem com-

pound IDs and SMILES strings, as well as topology and coordinate files, but additional

data is welcome. Additionally, we provide calculated and experimental free energy values

that can be used to assist method and force field development. Unfortunately, experimental

hydration enthalpies and entropies are not available for every compound.

Calculated free energies show reasonable agreement with experimental values (fig. 2) with

an RMS error around 6 kJ· mol−1 and an average error close to 1 kJ· mol−1. With the aid of

ORCHYD,135 we were able to extend FreeSolv to contain experimental hydration enthalpies

for a few (11) compounds for the first time. We observe significant errors for hydration

enthalpies that are much larger than those for hydration free energies, so further investigation

will be needed. This result also suggests that enthalpies can be used as additional constraints

in force field development.

We believe that this update of FreeSolv will assist future efforts in force field development

and development and testing of new methods. We also hope that FreeSolv’s new features

help serve the scientific community, and provide a valuable resource the community will help

extend.
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